Are academic talents more or less likely to establish firms and why? We investigate this question by linking administrative data on college graduates in their 30s with information on the universe of firms in China. We document that within colleges, individuals with higher college entrance exam scores are less likely to create firms. We allow for different interpretations of this fact in a conceptual framework and test these interpretations by exploiting data on firm success, personal background and business cycles. We find that (i) firms created by higher-score students are larger and more successful, (ii) the negative score-firm creation link is stronger for male (vs. female), for urban (vs. rural), and for those from better high schools, which is mirrored by a stronger positive score-wage link for these more advantaged groups in survey data, and (iii) the negative score-firm creation link is also stronger when one’s home province experienced better economic growth in one’s graduation year. These empirical patterns are most consistent with the hypothesis that scores are positively correlated with entrepreneurial ability but higher-score students are attracted away by non-entrepreneur sectors.
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